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Abstract
The objective of this project is creating a tool to label tweets. It has to be implemented as a
web application so it can be easily accessed through the internet. The tool should allow the
user to execute the task in the simplest way as possible. The application needs to work in
localhost and in the future may be implemented in a web server. Furthermore the code has
to be open source so that further modifications can be done without copyright problems and
the most number of people can use it. A manual for the edition of the code is also required.
To build the application it has been used Django and Python. The result of the project is
TweetLabTool (TLT), a tool able to accomplish the main objectives as well as it integrates
some extra features. It has been tested in its localhost version and fulfils perfectly with all
the requirements. As this tool is a part of a bigger project where many people are involved,
the online version has not been built yet.
The main method used to overcome the different difficulties appeared during the
development of TLT consist in three steps. Firstly, reading documentation about the topic
and the language used in the current step. After writing the code and checking if it works.
Thirdly, in case the code does not work debugging it to fix the bugs.
It has also been written a manual for editing the code where it is explained the structure and
behaviour of each part of the application. It has been elaborated in the most accurate way to
ensure that someone without understanding of programming can even edit the code
successfully.
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1. Glossary
Data mining: an interdisciplinary subfield of computer science, is the computational process of
discovering patterns in large data sets involving methods at the intersection of artificial
intelligence, machine learning, statistics, and database systems.
Server: is both a running instance of some software capable of accepting requests from clients,
and the computer such a server runs on. A web server is an information technology that
processes requests via HTTP, the basic network protocol used to distribute information on
the World Wide Web. The term can refer either to the entire computer system, an appliance, or
specifically to the software that accepts and supervises the HTTP requests.
Localhost: is a hostname that means this computer and may be used to access the computer's
own network services via its loopback network interface. Using the loopback interface bypasses
local network interface hardware. The local loopback mechanism may be useful for testing
software during development, independently of any networking configurations. For example, if a
computer has been configured to provide a website, directing a locally running web browser to
http://localhost may display its home page.
Interpreter: is a computer program that directly executes, i.e. performs, instructions written in
a programming or scripting

language,

without

previously compiling them

into

a machine

language program.
Integrated

development

environment (IDE):

is

a software

application that

provides

comprehensive facilities to computer programmers for software development. An IDE normally
consists of a source code editor, build automation tools and a debugger. Most modern IDEs
have intelligent code completion.
Open source: as a development model promotes a universal access via a free license to a
product's design or blueprint, and universal redistribution of that design or blueprint, including
subsequent improvements to it by anyone.
Sentiment analysis: (also known as opinion mining) refers to the use of natural language
processing, text analysis and computational linguistics to identify and extract subjective
information in source materials.
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2. Preface
2.1. Origin of the project
The tool developed during this TFG has been created as a part of a complex and much
bigger project, which its main scope is the automation of the analysis of tweets obtained
from Twitter. It is not an easy task and requires the work of many people on it.
Nowadays there are large amounts of data easily accessible in the internet. And over time
data mining is becoming more and more popular. Analysis of tweets is not something new,
many people and even companies analyse them to get useful information. In this project the
analysis of tweets will be done to get information about a current topic. It means the tweets
are going to be selected following a criteria to ensure all of them are related with the topic,
or at least are tweets that cannot be discarded beforehand. After having all the tweets some
of them will be manually labelled. And once there are enough labelled tweets they will be
used to train a program which will eventually automatically label the remaining tweets. This
program uses different algorithms of machine learning which allow itself to learn how to
label tweets by reading tweets that has already been labelled. Finally with the information
from all the tweets labelled it is possible to get an overall idea of the people’s opinion in
twitter towards a topic.
As an example, a mobile company releases a new mobile and wants to know if it has been
well received by consumers. With the tools developed on this big project and the correct use
of them it is possible to reply to these company whether they had succeed or not with their
new product.
The project can be divided in 4 different parts:


Procurement of tweets: the first step is to obtain the tweets which are going to be
analysed. Tweets are selected according to a topic.



Labelling tweets: some tweets should be manually labelled. For this task is used
TweetLabTool.



Training the auto-labelling tool: the already labelled tweets are used to train the
program which is going to automatically label all the remaining tweets.



Analysis of the results: the last step is to analyse the labels and extract relevant
information from it.
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2.2. Motivation
There are many reasons why I choose to do this project. The main one, my need to learn
more about applications and web pages. Nowadays I consider it is highly important having
informatics skills since computers are used continuously in the daily work. Another reason to
participate in this project is my interest in data mining. In 2013 I already had the opportunity
to participate in the analysis of big data bases in an optative subject with python in ETSEIB.

2.3. Previous requirements
Before starting this project some previous knowledge were required. Part of them were
already of my knowledge but many of them did not. So I had to learn new programing
languages as JavaScript, HTML or CSS while working on the project. Also Django was a
module from Python I had not used it before. The only programing language I know
previously to start the project was Python which I learned during the two first years of
university at ETSEIB. The tool development required me a continuous learning depending
on what I need to program each time.
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3. Introduction
3.1. Objectives of the project
The main objective to achieve in this project is the creation of an online tool which can label
tweets. This means developing web page project compatible with as many browsers as
possible. Since it is a part of a major project the tool should be open source and have a
manual on how to edit it. For this reason from the structure to the names of the functions
have to be intuitive and easy to understand.
Other minor goals are the aesthetic and appearance of the web page. It is important in
order to make it more attractive for the user.

3.2. Scope of the project
TweetLabTool is a tool created for tweet labelling. It has been contextualized in a major
project with just one objective. Labelling tweets from a certain topic with some few labels.
However, it has a limited scope in this project, TLT has a big potential. Thanks to its manual
it can be easily edited and this leads into a very useful and flexible tool, which can be
adapted to the current requirements.
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4. Development of TweetLabTool
4.1. Selection of the software
To develop TLT it is need various programs for the different parts and tasks of the tool.
The main language used for the project is Python. There are other options like C, Java or
C++ to accomplish the task, but Python is the only one I have worked with before. Also
Python has the big advantage of being a faster language to program.
Once Python was selected it was necessary to choose how to develop the web page. For
Python there is only Django, so there were not alternatives.
To work with Python there are two ways: from an interpreter or from an IDLE. The
interpreter has the advantage that everything can be modified manually and almost all the
process have to be called. The IDLE automatizes some process and save the user saving
time. While this project needs to be done in few time and does not need special features the
IDLE was the solution. From the Python IDLE PyCharm was selected because of its
versatility.
The other languages were chosen as a result of the previous decisions of using Python.
Furthermore JavaScript, HTML5 and CSS are the only alternatives in web pages.

4.2. Development of the code
To write the whole code it has been used a recursive technique. Firstly, searching
information about the topic and the different functions that can be used to accomplish the
current step of the project. After that writing the code and checking if it works properly. If it
works go on with the next step and code. If it does not work debugging the code and try to
fix the bugs by modifying it. In some cases the initial purpose has to be changed due to the
impossibility of the same with the available tools. This means readapting the goal and taking
an alternative path that differs as less as possible from the original one.

4.3. Documentation of the TweetLabTool
TweetLabTool has been created with no profit aim for an academic project. It has been
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conceived as an open source tool. In order to make easy the edition and improvement of
the tool a manual for the editor has been created. It consists in a detailed brochure of all the
files and its structure. Also there is an extra document where all the functions used in the
code are explained. This two documents are the Editor’s manual and TweetLabTool extra
documentation.
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5. Editor’s manual
List of contents
1. How is it done?………………………………………….………………….………………...……………..1
2. How does it work?……………………………….…………………………………….….….……………..1
3. The structure of TLT………………………………………………….………………….……..…………..1
3.1. Data files………………………………………………………………………….……….…….…….2
3.2. Labeller………………………………………………………………………….………….………….3
3.3. TweetLabTool (project directory)……………………………………….….………………4
4. Study of each function………………………………………….……..………………………..………..5
4.1. URLs……………………………….……..…………………………….……..……………….……….5
4.2. HTML……………………………….……..…………………………….……..…………….………..6
4.3. CSS……………………………….……..…………………………….……..………….…….………..7
4.4. JavaScript………………………….……..………………………………….…..…..…..………….9
4.5. Pure Python…………………………………..………………………………….……..………….10

1. How is it done?
TweetLabTool(TLT) needs to accomplish different features, to achieve them it is necessary
a combination of more than one language. It has been fully developed in Django, a Python
Web framework. Python has been used for all the computation: loading tweets, timing and
storing the results. Django is the connexion between Python and the URLs. For web page
content it has been used HTML5 and for the design CSS. Despite most of the functions are
written in Python there are also some scripts written in JavaScript.

2. How does it work?
TLT is a tool running in Web page format which allows labelling tweets and timing the
process of the labelling. Its operation is quite simple. The user has to choose for each tweet
a label between IRRELEVANT and RELEVANT and in case of RELEVANT also another
label between NEUTRAL and OPINIONED. This is done by selecting the desired option
between the radio buttons with the before mentioned labels and pressing on the SUBMIT
button. Each time user press on SUBMIT, previously having selected the label(s), the tweet
with label(s) and timing is stored in a dictionary and automatically saved in a JSON file. This
is a temporary solution for the implementation in localhost. For the online final version it will
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be stored in a database. All the tweets that are displayed by TLT are obtained from a text
file. When initializing TLT pressing the START button all the tweets and its ID are read and
a tuple ordered by the ID is created. This allows accessing each tweet with indexes with the
ID.
TLT also has the option to pause and resume the labelling by press on the
PAUSE/CONTINUE button. And the possibility to move through the already labelled tweets
with PREVIOUS and NEXT button.
To get an accurate time of the labelling considering all the various alternatives there are it
has been used a simple structure. Each time there is a button click the URL is redirected so
that the time in the previous URL is stored in a local variable and after the SUBMIT button is
pressed all the times from the different URLs are added together.
To speed the labelling process and make it easier for the user the key ENTER from
keyboard is equivalent to the SUBMIT button. This can reduce considerably the time of
execution.
About the internal computation when interacting with the program is quite simple. When a
button is clicked the program redirects user to a new URL. Each URL has assigned a view.
And each view has a unique template. The names of URLs, views and templates allow to
easy relate which corresponds which.

3. The structure of TLT
TLT has been built with a three structure. There’s a parent directory and in it there are
subdirectories. Each of this subdirectories contains folders and files. The structure has been
developed in order to allow further modifications in the code. It follows the default Django
structure which is very intuitive and easy to understand. Down below an explanation of each
part of the project.
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The root directory is TweetLabTool and contains all the other folders and two more files.
db.sqlite3 is the tool used for creating the database, but for this project it is not required
since it will be implemented in the future when all the information needed to create the
database will be known. The file manage.py contains the script used to initiate the web site
in localhost.
External libraries are Python libraries ready for their use.

3.1. DataFiles

The DataFiles directory contains the file from where the tweets are read:
TWEET_DATABASE.txt and the file where the labelled tweets are going to be stored:
TWEET_DATALOG.json . The JSON file will be created when TLT is run for the first time.
The structure of the data in the DATABASE file is ‘ID’ + ’;;’ + ‘tweet’. So it is easy to read it
after. However it can be change later.

The DATALOG is a JSON file which contains a JSON dictionary. This dictionary allows a
further read and easy access to the labelling data by the use of keys. The key to view the
information of each tweet is a string of the ID number. The information is another dictionary
with 4 keys:


tweet: is the text of the tweet
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time: it is a tuple with two values. The first value corresponds to the spent time to choose
the label between RELEVANT and IRRELEVANT. And the second is the time taken to select
if it is OPINIONED or NEUTRAL. In case the first label is IRRELEVANT the second time is
assumed as 0. The value is taken in seconds with 16 decimals.
relevance: is the selected label between RELEVANT and IRRELEVANT.
opinion: is the label between OPINIONED and NEUTRAL. In case of the first label is
IRRELEVANT this takes the same value.

3.2. Labeller

This directory contains all the data concerning to the design and functions of the application.
In other words, it defines how the web site looks and how it behaves.
Some of the files are empty as __init__.py , admin.py, models.py and tests.py. They are
useless for this project but should be kept in case a further modification need them.
The important files are main_functions.py and views.py. The first is a created file just for this
project. It contains the functions to timing the labelling process, reading the tweets and
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storing the results. While views.py is a standard file, that always exists in Django project and
plays the role of generating the view of the page each time. It calls which HTML template to
use and which actions to execute when a certain event happens. The functions in here with
the ones in the JavaScript files provide the full behaviour of the application.

First of all there is the migrations folder where there are is just one empty file which came by
default: __init__.py. This directory usually contains Python files that allow propagating the
changes made in models to the databases. For this project this is not necessary because
there is not a database yet.

The static directory is where all the additional files for the project are stored. Usually it
contains images and scripts. For this project here there is a folder for CSS files. Which are
the ones used to define the appearance of the web page. And another folder for JavaScript
files. In this file there are the functions that define part of the behaviour of the application.

The templates directory, as its name implies, contains the whole set of HTML templates that
define the structure of the web page for all the different page views.
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TweetLabTool (project directory)

This directory contains the environmental files that set the interaction between the
application (Labeller) and the web server.
The settings.py is the configuration of the Django installation. Most of the default settings
are fine for the project. But some of them should be modified.
The urls.py is a simple mapping between URL patterns (simply regular expressions) to the
Python functions in the views.py file.
The wsgi.py file contains a default code that calls the application the server uses to
communicate with the code of the project.

4. Study of each function
Once the structure is well known it is necessary to understand how each part of it
contributes in the final performance of the web page. For this analysis it is necessary to
make a new classification. The files will be split into URLs, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, pure
Python and other important files. With this distinctions it is possible to easy understand the
approach of each of the groups of files.

4.1. URLs
First of all there are the URLs that in a web page is the path to access a content. To assign
to each URL a view it is necessary a URL dispatcher. For this application this is in the
urls.py file. Each of the views contained in the file views.py is connected to a URL.
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For this web page the URLs are relative to the localhost URL. This indicated by the green
letter ‘r’. By default the localhost URL is http://127.0.0.1:8000/, so for example the last URL
in the picture X is http://127.0.0.1:8000/labeler/. This URL is connected to the function
start_view from the file views.py.
The syntax for the URLs is the same all the time. Just changing some details each time.

The URL for this example is ‘^labeler/rel/neu/(\d{1,10})/$’. The caret sign means
“require that the pattern matches the start of the string” and the dollar sign means “require that
the pattern matches the end of the string”.

The character “\d” means any single digit while

“{1,10}” means between 1 and 10 of the previous expression. So put it together “\d{1,10}”
means between 1 and 10 digits. For example the URL http://127.0.0.1:8000/labeler/56432
will match this URL pattern.
Besides the Django syntax there is also the own syntax of the project. To make it easier its
reading and interpretation the URLs and the views has similar structure. Continuing with last
example, there is ‘^labeler/rel/neu/(\d{1,10})/$’ as URL and running_rel_neu_view
as view. Both has rel and neu in their text. In this project rel stands for
RELEVANT and neu for NEUTRAL.
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4.2. HTML
For this project it has been used the 5th version of HTML, HTML5. This language allows to
write the content of each one of the views of the web page. Each HTML file is a template
which is used for a certain view. For this project it has been created a main template that
contains the main structure and after all the other templates, that extend this main template.
The main template is called base_style.html and has a defined structure. In the <head>
there is the title, which is the title that appears in the tab. Also in the <head> there are two
callable for extern files. Both files are located in the /STATIC/ directory. To call them it has
been used a specific syntax that allows to call them from a relative path. The reason why
this files are called in the head despite they may not be used is because of the time scripts
take to load. Sometimes scripts can take long to load. If they are called at the top this can
speed the process because they are called first than other elements. And while the other
elements
are
being
loaded
scripts
are
simultaneously
being
loaded.

The <body> of the HTML file contains what it is displayed on the page. The main template
has different blocks and each block with its own div class. The class is defined in CSS and
defines the style, how it looks like. There is the big_container class where all the blocks are
in. Furthermore each block has one or two classes associated.
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The first block <block title> is self-descriptive and corresponds to the title of each page.
Except for the starting page, this title is “Tweet” + the number of the current tweet. This
number is a variable that is assigned by the views functions. Variables in HTML are written
between curly brackets.
The second block <block tweet> as the first its content depends on a variable. It is the text
of the current tweet which is being labelled. As all the blocks it has its own style defined.

For the radio buttons that define the labels there are two separated blocks with different
classes each one. The content of the both blocks is written in the template that extends
base_style.html. In some templates it may not appear some of the radio buttons.
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For the different push buttons that appear on the page there are 3 blocks to classify them.
They are all in the same container ordered by appearance in the website. From top to
bottom. The content as radio buttons is in another template.

4.3. CSS
To define the style of the content in the web page it has been used CSS. It can be stored in
the same HTML file when it is going to be used or in an external file. For TLT it has been
created a CSS file called labeller_style.css where all the CSS classes are stored. This file is
called from the common HTML base template base_style.html. A summary of the main
properties is featured bellow. The whole description of each function is contained in
TweetLabTool extra documentation.
In the CSS file all the classes are defined and in HTML templates the classes are assigned
to elements. An element can be inside of another element. And both with different classes.
So that may have the same property defined more than once. In this cases the prevailing
one is the last. In other words, all the elements inside the class body may have a different
font-family despite it has been defined in the body class. Just because in the inner class it
has been also defined.
Body
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First thing to define is the style of the body. Basically, it corresponds to the type of letter
(font family), the size of the letter, the colour of the text and the background of the whole
page.
Containers
After, it is important to use containers to define where each element is located on the page.
By the order on how things have been written in the HTML template there is the first
location. The first element of HTML corresponds to what it appears at the top of the page.
The following element written is in the second position just under the first. And so on until
the last element. With CSS is possible to apply a lot of features to each class, what means
that it can be chosen each element where to appear exactly in the page by giving it
coordinates. TLT has a main container in which there are all the boxes for each block of
HTML. It is a clean solution to easy edit the properties of a class and just affecting a block.

The class big_container is the main box where all the other boxes are in. This boxes
correspond to the container classes which has some common property that allow all the
boxes to stay aligned one under the other.

The other properties used in the containers are just margins and aligns which names are
self-descriptive and very intuitive.
For the container of the tweet it has been used a special container with more features to
define a different type of letter and another background. Also for the push buttons has been
defined lot of properties. For this work it has been used an online editor interface.
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4.4. JavaScript
To feature the web page with some properties it is needed the use of JavaScript. For this
project it has mainly used to redirect the web page to a different URL when clicking on radio
buttons or press the ENTER key. All the JavaScript is written in an external file which is
called in the main template. After each of the extend templates use some of the functions.
ENTER key
Despite it is disabled, there is the possibility to abled the script of submitEnter(). In case of
being active this allows submitting the label(s) for the current tweet in another way a part
from clicking on the button SUBMIT.

First there is line of code to define that each time there is a press event, a key from the
keyboard is pressed, the submitEnter() function is called. The function check if the key
pressed is ENTER or not and executes the redirection. The key code for ENTER is 13. The
redirection basically consists on checking which is the current URL and if good just setting
the new URL and redirecting to it.
The ENTER key submit event is just activated when the radio buttons (the labels) have
been selected. If not it does not have any effect on the page.
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Radio buttons
The radio buttons are the ones used to choose the label for each tweet. When one of them
is clicked the function associated with the button is called. If the button is already selected
none function is called. The function redirects the web site to another URL. For each radio
button there is its corresponding function with the abbreviate name of the button. As an
example the radio_rel() is the function that is called when clicking the RELEVANT button.

For a more detailed description of each of the functions check TweetLabTool extra
documentation.

4.5. Pure Python
The main part of the whole code is Python. There are many Python files which are executed
when the web page is running. And many of them that are not used at all but which can be
used later when editing the code to add some extra features. Some of the main files just
contain some few lines of code and contain standard functions. This files have not being
edited but however are essential for a correct execution of the web site.
manage.py
This file contains the script to start the web site from the command line. It runs the
application in localhost. The default localhost URL is http://127.0.0.1:8000/ with server’s port
number 8000. The needed command to start is the one bellow.

It can be specified another port number by adding it after the command. When the server is
running it automatically reloads all the Python code for each requested as needed. Once
this command is executed the server is running until CONTROL-C is not pressed.
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The first time the application is run it is necessary to previously execute another command.

views.py
The file views.py contain all the views from the project. A view is a Python function that
defines which template is used for each different view of the web page. Also defines the
behaviour of the view and how it interacts with user. Each of the views has a URL
associated and is in use when the browser is in the corresponding URL. There are many
functions but they are easy to classify in 3 groups:





Running views: these are the views when the timing is running. So while one of this views
is used the timing is activated.
Pause views: are the opposite from the previous. Apparently are the same, they just have
the disabled the button. Except for the CONTINUE button. While in this views timing is
paused.
Submit views: are just the views used after submitting a label. These are the only ones
without no template assigned. They are just used as a transition for a while to store the
information from the labelling. But after redirect the web to another URL.

There is also an extra view out of this classification called start_view() which is only used at
the beginning before starting the labelling task.
In all the views the class time_and_log is used. It corresponds to an imported class
contained in main_functions.py.
Running views
All these views have a similar structure. So just taking one as an example allows to
understand all of them. The running_view() is descripted as follows.

The first thing to point out is that it takes 2 arguments. The first, request, is used for all the
views and has no value. The second, offset, takes the value from the number in the URL.
As mentioned before each URL is composed by the words corresponding to the current
view and a number, which is the current tweet number. This value is given to the variable
number from the time_and_log.
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After the value of the current tweet is assigned to the variable tweet just by indexing the
tweet_list_tuple with the tweet number.

The dictionary c contains the values of each variable of the template.

The request method POST check if some of the three push buttons PAUSE, PREVIOUS or
NEXT is clicked. If PAUSE is clicked there is first the calculation of the spent time from the
beginning of the current tweet. This time is stored for a further use. After there is a
response which redirects the page to the pause view. If PREVIOUS is clicked and the
number of the current tweet is bigger than 0, the page is redirected to the previous tweet. If
NEXT is clicked and the tweet number is less than the current labelled tweets, it changes to
the next tweet. By limiting the range of the tweets user can see ensures that non tweet is
seen and after is not labelled.
At the end there is the function render which takes 3 arguments. The first is request. The
second is the name of the current template. There is no path because it has been specified
in the settings where all the templates are stored. Last argument is the dictionary c with the
variables that are used in the display of the template.

Pause views
As the running views they all look similar so that just seeing one is possible to understand all
of them.
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The content is practically identical with a running view. With the difference here just one
button appears. And this is because all the buttons are disabled during the pause except the
button CONTINUE that allows to resume to work.
Submit views
These kind of views are different from the others because they are a transition, so no
conditions are needed. To get to this views the labels has had to be chosen.

First the total spent time for the labelling is calculated and stored in a variable. Then all the
timing variables are reset to 0.

There is a conditional to check if the current tweet was already been labelled before or if it is
the first time it is labelled. In case it has been labelled before but now it has been accessed
with the buttons NEXT and PREVIOUS. If this happens the labelling time for the first time
the tweet was labelled plus the current time spent results in the new labelling time.

The dictionary dic is created and in it there is the information corresponding to the current
tweet. The text of the tweet, the label(s) and the time spent for the task. After dic is stored
to a bigger dictionary called log_data which contains all the labelled tweets.
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The current labelled tweets are stored in a JSON file by calling save_labeled_data(). The
number of tweet is increased to move to the next tweet. And the timings are updated.

Last step is redirecting the following tweet page.
For a more detailed explanation of the main functions there check TweetLabTool extra
documentation.
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Conclusions
TweetLabTool has been created satisfying all the proposed objectives as well as
conforming the deadlines. After the execution of the whole project there are many aspects
to point out which have been of important relevance.
At first, the structure criteria used to develop the tool has been of extremely value when a
modification was needed due to its simplicity and inductivity. The aim of an easy code for
further modifications has been more than satisfied.
Another point is the optimization of the code in terms of volume. With few lines of code and
multiple files TLT has several features and constitutes a full operant web page. This has
been possible thanks to the creation of base templates which contain the common code of
the scripts. One script uses the code in the base template and a little of code unique to its
functionality. This not only reduces the volume of the code but also the simplicity of
interpretation of the code.
To sum up, the resulting tool of the project has been a success and fits perfectly with the
objectives. It has been tested in localhost and it just needs its implementation in a web
server to be fully operational.
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Appendix
TweetLabTool extra documentation
1. Python files
In this chapter the main Python files are analysed and each single line of code is explained
to allow an easy edition of the program.
main_functions.py
This file contains a class which is used in the views.py to control the time and the storage of
the labelling results.
This file first imports two built-in-type modules

The class time_and_log has some __init__ defined
attributes.
This attribute is a string which corresponds to the text
that appears as tweet. It has a default value at the begginig but it changes when changing
tweet.
This attirbute is a list that is filled with all the tweets’ text.
This attribute is a tuple with the same content as the list above,
with the advantage that a tuple is not mutable. This makes more robust the program
ensuring there is not going to be any modifications on the group of tweets.

This attriubte corresponds to the file from where the tweets are taken. It is writen the full
path to the directory in where the file is. For this offline version this file is in the hardisk of
the computer where it has been developed the application.

This attriubte corresponds to the file where all the labeled tweets are going to be stored. It is
writen the full path to the directory in where the file is. For this offline version this file is
stored in the hardisk of the computer where it has been developed the application.
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This attribute is an integer number which corresponds to the current ID of the
tweet displayed in each moment. It starts with default value 0 and increase or decrease by 1
unit each time the tweet is changed.
This attribute is a number (a float) which corresponds to the absolute
time when the timing of a tweet starts. So each time a tweet is displayed in the web page
this value is updated with the current absolute time. It is used to calculate the time user
needs to choose between RELEVANT and IRRELEVANT.
This attribute as the one above corresponds to an absolute time. In this
case this one is updated each time the user selects the label RELEVANT. So its values is
the start of the second part of the labelling. It is used to calculate the time user needs to
choose between OPINIONED and NEUTRAL.
This attribute is a number (a float) which corresponds to the time
the user has spent from the start of the labelling till the moment PAUSE button is pressed.
This value is updated to 0 each time the SUBMIT button is pressed so the current labelling
is finished. The value is used for the timing of the labelling.
This attribute is the time spent by the user to select between
RELEVANT and IRRELEVANT. It is updated to 0 each time the form is submitted.
This attribute is a dictionary that stores all the labelling information. Each
time the SUBMIT button is pressed all this information is stored in the output file as a JSON
dictionary.

This two attributes correspond to both labels that
appear on the web page to indicate, the first choosing between the two radio buttons
RELEVANT and IRRELEVANT, and the second between the two radio buttons NEUTRAL
and OPINIONED.

The class contains 6 methods:
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This method is used to read the input file where all the tweets are stored and put them into
the self.tweet_list_tuple. First self.input_file is open in read mode and is iterated line by line.
Each of this lines is decoded to UTF8 to avoid problems with compatibilities. From each line
the tweet’s text is saved in self.tweet_list. Last step is to convert the list into tuple. It has
been used a try/except just in case there is any problem when reading the file.

This methods are used to update the attributes self.time_start and self.time_start2 to the
current absolute time.

This methods are used to calculate the total time spent for choosing, in the first case
between RELEVANT and IRRELEVANT, and in the second case between NEUTRAL and
OPINIONED. The calculation is made by subtracting the start_time to the current absolute
time.

This last method stores the dictionary self.log_data as a JSON dictionary in the file
self.output_file.
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views.py
This

file

contains

all

the

functions

needed

to

execute

the

labelling.

Firstly the necessary modules are imported. All of them built-in-type functions except for the
class time_and_log which has been created on purpose for this project.
It is created an class object which inherits all the attributes and methods
from the class time_and_log, and which is used during all the labelling process, it is call tal.
Before starting with the labelling all the tweets are read and stored in
the attribute: tal.tweet_list_tuple.

This function corresponds to the start view.
The tweet number is updated to 0 each time this function is called. Like this
there is no problem the page is redirected from any value of tal.number because here it is
going to be updated to the initial value.

Both times are updated to 0 to avoid residual values when
redirected to the start page.
The dictionary with the labelled data is also emptied to ensure the labelling
is started from 0.
This assigns the value of the
tweet that will be displayed in the start view.

This dictionary is essential to render the web page. It contains as keys the variables that
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appear in the HTML template and the values correspond to the value of the variable.
This conditional checks if the START button has been
pressed. The syntax request.POST.get(‘START’) means that if in the HTML template there
is a form with the method “post” to check in it and look for any element with the value equal
to ‘START’.
The method tal.update_time is called and the tal.time_start is updated to
the current absolute time.
This redirects the web
page to a new URL which is the string in the function HttpResponseRedirect. In this case is
‘labeler/0/’ that means the new URL is http://127.0.0.1:8000/labeler/0/.
This function renders the HTML template
start_template.html with the values of the variables in the dictionary c. The render function
always takes at least two variables: request and the name of the template. In this case the
template can be referenced just by the name and no path is necessary. This is due to the
configuration of the settings.py file, where it is written all the HTML templates are in the
Templates directory.
For the next functions in views.py just three of them are analysed since all can be grouped
into three functions with little variants. The running views, the pause views and the submit
views.
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This function corresponds to one running view.
It takes two arguments, the request and the offset. The offset corresponds to the number in
the URL.

Firstly it is tried if the URL contains a number to know which
the current tweet is and assign it to tal.number.

If there is no number in the URL an Http404 error is raised.
The text of the tweet is assigned to tal.tweet
by acceding it from the tal.tweet_list_tuple indexing it with the ID of the current tweet:
tal.number.
The dictionary c for the render is created.
Conditional to check if there is a ‘post’ method in the current
template.
If the form with method ‘post’ has any element with the
value ‘PAUSE’. In other words, if the button PAUSE has been clicked.
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The total labelling
time spent before pressing on the button PAUSE. The method tal.get_tweet_time() is called
to get the exact time spent between the start of the last labelling and the moment PAUSE is
pressed. By start of the labelling it could mean when a pause has been resumed or when
the tweet has been displayed for the first time. The tal.time_acumulated corresponds to all
the time spent in labelling the current tweet in other moments.

The page is redirected to a new URL which has a pause view assigned.
If the form with method ‘post’ has any element with
the value ‘PREVIOUS’. In other words, if the button PREVIOUS has been clicked.
Conditional that checks the tal.number is greater than 0. Because if not it
is impossible to go to the previous tweet. The minimum index is 0.
The tal.time_acumulated is updated to 0.
The tal.time_start is updated to the current absolute time.
Also tal.time_decide is updated to 0.
The

web

page

is

redirected to the URL of the previous tweet.
If the form with method ‘post’ has any element with the
value ‘NEXT’. In other words, if the button NEXT has been clicked.
Conditional to check the current tweet is not greater
than the len(tal.log_data), i.e. that it is not possible to access a tweet further than following
tweet to the last labelled tweet
The tal.time_acumulated is updated to 0.
The tal.time_start is updated to the current absolute time.
Also tal.time_decide is updated to 0.
The

web

page

is

redirected to the following tweet URL.
If the form with method ‘post’ has any element with the
value ‘SUBMIT’. In other words, if the button SUBMIT has been clicked.
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The web page is redirected to the submit tweet URL.
If the request method is ‘post’, but
after the other conditions are not satisfied, the page renders in the HTML template
continue_rel_neu.html with the c dictionary.

If the request method is ‘post’ is
not satisfied, the page renders in the HTML template continue_rel_neu.html with the c
dictionary.

This function corresponds to one pause view. It
takes two arguments, the request and the offset. The offset corresponds to the number in
the URL.

Firstly it is tried if the URL contains a number to know which
the current tweet is and assign it to tal.number. The same as in the running view.

If there is no number in the URL an Http404 error is raised.
The text of the tweet is assigned to tal.tweet
by acceding it from the tal.tweet_list_tuple indexing it with the ID of the current tweet:
tal.number.
The dictionary c for the render is created.
Conditional to check if there is a ‘post’ method in the current
template.
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If the form with method ‘post’ has any element with the
value ‘CONTINUE’. In other words, if the button CONTINUE has been clicked.
The tal.time_start2 is updated to the current absolute time.
The page is
redirected to a new URL which has the continue view of the current tweet assigned.

This function corresponds to one submit view.
It takes two arguments, the request and the offset. The offset corresponds to the number in
the URL.
The time spent in the decision
between NEUTRAL and OPINIONED is calculated. It corresponds to the time obtained from
tal.get_tweet_time2(), that corresponds to the time since last time tal.start_time2 is updated
to the moment when SUBMIT is clicked. And also there is the tal.time_acumulated which
corresponds to the time spent before pressing PAUSE during the second part of the
labelling.
The time needed to decide between RELEVANT OR
IRRELEVANT is stored in a local variable: tweet_time.
The tal.time_acumulated is updated to 0.
Also tal.time_decide is updated to 0.
Conditional to check if the current tweet has already been
labelled before.
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The total time spent to decide between RELEVANT and IRRELEVANT is the addition of
tweet.time, just created a while before and the time spent in other occasions when labelling
the same tweet. In other words, if it is the second time the tweet is being labelled, the time
spent in the first time corresponds to tal.log_data[tal.number][‘time’][0] +
tal.log_data[tal.number][‘time’][1].
It is created the dictionary which contains all the labelling information about the
current tweet.
It is added the text of the tweet to the dictionary dic.
It is added the first label of the tweet. In this case since it is
the relevant neutral view this is ‘Relevant’.
It is added the second label of the tweet. In this case since it is
the relevant neutral view this is ‘Neutral’.
It is added the spent time for the labelling in a tuple.
The first value for the first part of the labelling and the second value for the second part.
The dictionary dic with all the labelling information about the
current tweet is added to the main dictionary tal.log_data. The key is the ID of the tweet, i.e.
tal.number.
This method is called to save all the current labelling data.
The number of tweet is increased by one.
The tal.time_start is updated to the current absolute time.
The tal.time_start2 is updated to the current absolute time.
The page is redirected to
a new URL which corresponds to the following tweet view.

2. CSS file
Each class of CSS is assigned to an element in the HTML templates.
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Class body

The defined font is Arial
By specifying the font-size-adjust property, the browser will adjust
the font size to be the same regardless of the font family ("Verdana" has the aspect value 0.58).
The defined size is 18
The defined colour for the text is #242421.

For the background it has been defined in four ways to make it compatible with all the browsers.
The function gradient takes 3 arguments: the first is where the gradient starts, the second and
the third arguments are the two colours for the gradient.
Class h1

The defined colour for the text is #242421.
The defined size is 24.
By specifying the font-size-adjust property, the browser will adjust
the font size to be the same regardless of the font family ("Verdana" has the aspect value 0.58).
Aligns the text of the title in the center of the line.
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Class big_container

The container is set with 0 margin from the top.
Class container

The container is defined to be displayed as an inline block.
The container is aligned vertically with other elements by the top.
The width is defined to be 100% of the containing block. In other words, if the class
container is inside the class big_container, the width of container is the same as big_container.
The margin left, right, top and bottom is 0.
Class container_tweet

The container is defined to be displayed as an inline block.
The container is aligned vertically with other elements by the top.
The width is defined to be 100% of the containing block. In other words, if the class
container is inside the class big_container, the width of container is the same as big_container.
Class container_tweet2
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The corners of the container are round with a radius of 25 pixels.
The margin at left is of 20 pixels.
The margin at right is of 20 pixels.
The distance between the text inside the container and the borders is of 20
pixels.
The border is solid and has a thickness of 5 pixels and the colour #333029.
The colour of the text is #505739.

For the background it has been defined in four ways to make it compatible with all the browsers.
The function gradient takes 3 arguments: the first is where the gradient starts, the second and
the third arguments are the two colours for the gradient.
Class ul

The container is defined to be displayed as a block.
The elements inside the class has not a defined style.
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There is a margin of 1em from the top. The unit em is relative to the font-size
of the element (for example 2em means 2 times the size of the current font).
There is no margin with the left.
There is no margin with the right.
The text inside this class has a margin of 20 pixels with the left border of
the container.
Class tweet_style

The margin at left is of 20 pixels.
The margin at right is of 20 pixels.
Class radio_buttons1

The margin at left is of 50 pixels.
Aligns the content at the left. If there are more than one element in the container it
is aligned following the last elements at left.
The width is defined to be 20% of the containing block.
Class radio_buttons2

Aligns the content at the left. If there are more than one element in the container it
is aligned following the last elements at left.
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The width is defined to be 20% of the containing block.
Class submit

The margin at right is of 60 pixels.
Aligns the text of the title in the right of the line.
Class previous_next

Aligns the text of the title in the center of the line.
Class pause_continue

Aligns the text of the title in the center of the line.
Class myButton
To create this class it has been used an online tool: CSS button generator, which allows an easy
and fast customization of the button. The link to the tool:
http://www.bestcssbuttongenerator.com/
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Class myButton_unselected
To create this class it has been used an online tool: CSS button generator, which allows an easy
and fast customization of the button. The link to the tool:
http://www.bestcssbuttongenerator.com/

3. JavaScript file
In this chapter just one function is explained because of the high similarity between all of them.
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Function SubmitEnter

This function is not called in the application because it has been disabled the script that is link to
the ENTER key.
By activating the script in this comment it can be
abled the function submitEnter.
The variable x takes the value of the current URL as a string.
If the ENTER key is clicked.
If the variable x contains the substring ‘irr’.
Replace the substring ‘irr’ by ‘submit/irr’ in x.
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The web page is redirected to the new URL x in 10
milliseconds.

For all the other functions it is almost the same but with different values. But the structure
follows always the same path.

